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Nanobiocatalytic assemblies for artificial photosynthesis
Jae Hong Kim1, Dong Heon Nam1 and Chan Beum Park
Natural photosynthesis, a solar-to-chemical energy conversion
process, occurs through a series of photo-induced electron
transfer reactions in nanoscale architectures that contain lightharvesting complexes, protein-metal clusters, and many redox
biocatalysts. Artificial photosynthesis in nanobiocatalytic
assemblies aims to reconstruct man-made photosensitizers,
electron mediators, electron donors, and redox enzymes for
solar synthesis of valuable chemicals through visible lightdriven cofactor regeneration. The key requirement in the design
of biocatalyzed artificial photosynthetic process is an efficient
and forward electron transfer between each photosynthetic
component. This review describes basic principles in
combining redox biocatalysis with photocatalysis, and
highlights recent research outcomes in the development of
nanobiocatalytic assemblies that can mimic natural
photosystems I and II, respectively. Current issues in
biocatalyzed artificial photosynthesis and future perspectives
will be briefly discussed.
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Introduction
In nature, green plants successfully convert solar energy
into chemical energy via natural photosynthesis (6H2O +
6CO2 + solar energy ! C6H12O6 + 6O2) through multistep, photo-induced transfer of energy and electrons. This
process has unparalleled, unique features such as nearunity quantum yield and operates in an environmentally
friendly manner with no generation of toxic intermediates
and products. Natural photosynthesis has inspired many
researchers to devise an artificial photosynthetic process
that can convert solar energy to fuels and valuable chemicals through the assemblies of organic and inorganic
nanomaterials [1–4]. Solar energy is harvested in photosynthetic organisms using photosystems made of highly
sophisticated nanostructures that include multiple organic
www.sciencedirect.com

photosensitizers (e.g. chlorophyll a and carotenoids), electron mediators (e.g. plastoquinone, plastocyanine, and
ferredoxin), and catalytic protein/metal clusters, which is
stored in the form of high energy chemicals such as
NADPH and ATP. The light reaction is closely coupled
with the Calvin cycle, which occurs through a cascade of
redox enzymatic reactions that consume NADPH and
ATP to reduce CO2 to carbohydrates (Figure 1a). Inspired
from natural photosynthesis, biocatalytic artificial photosynthesis photochemically regenerates cofactors, such as
NAD(P)H and flavins, for redox enzymatic reactions by
using light-harvesting nanomaterial assemblies (e.g. silicon
nanowires, quantum dots, and organic dyes) (Figure 1b).
The coupling of redox enzymatic reactions with photoinduced energy and electron transfer provides an opportunity for the synthesis of fine chemicals and fuels under
visible light. While conventional artificial photosynthetic
approaches mostly employ inorganic catalysts that can
produce simple chemicals (e.g. H2, CO, methanol) [5–8],
redox enzymes (or oxidoreductases) can synthesize a
variety of chemicals such as fuels, chiral compounds,
and drug intermediates with high specificity under mild
conditions (e.g. room temperature, neutral pH, atmospheric pressure, aqueous medium) [9–13]. Recently, many
remarkable photochemical routes have been reported for
visible light-driven cofactor regeneration to be coupled
with redox enzymatic synthesis in homogeneous systems.
This review will summarize key principles and issues in the
design of biocatalytic artificial photosynthesis and introduce recent advances in the development of nanobiocatalytic assemblies and light-harvesting materials for efficient
photo-induced electron transfer (PET) toward biomimetic
photosynthesis.

Natural versus artificial photosynthesis
The light reaction in natural photosynthesis occurs
through the Z-scheme by PET from photosystem (PS)
II to PS I (Figure 2a) [14,15]. In PS II, chlorophyll a (i.e.
P680) absorbs photon energy, which excites electrons and
transfers them to plastoquinone (Pq), an electron acceptor
[16]. Meanwhile, the photo-excited P680 (P680*) generates a driving force for extracting electrons from the water
molecule at the calcium-manganese center, which acts as
a water-oxidation catalyst [17]. The electron transport
chain, which consists of Pq, cytochrome complex, and
plastocyanine (Pc), carries electrons from PS II to PS I.
Similarly to PS II, electrons excited by P700 are transferred to ferredoxin (Fd) and used to reduce NADP+ to
NADPH through Fd-NADP reductase. The newly
formed NADPH is then consumed to fix CO2 through
the biocatalytic cascade of the Calvin cycle [14]. Overall,
natural photosynthesis occurs through complicated
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Schematic illustration of (a) natural photosynthesis and (b) biocatalytic artificial photosynthesis. In both processes, photosystems transfer photoinduced electrons from electron donors to nicotinamide cofactors under visible light, which are coupled to the redox biocatalytic cycle for solar-tochemical conversion.
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(a) Natural photosynthesis occurs through the electron transport chain, which includes many electron mediators such as plastoquinone (Pq),
Cytochrome complex, and plastocyanine (Pc). The reaction center in photosystem II triggers a photochemical water oxidation reaction at the oxygenevolving center (OEC). Photosystem I transfers excited electrons to NADP reductase through the primary acceptor, ferredoxin (Fd) for the regeneration
of NADPH. The NADPH regenerated by photosystem I is then consumed during the reduction of carbon dioxide to carbohydrates in the Calvin cycle.
(b) The structure of the thylakoid membrane in chloroplasts, where efficient photo-excited electron transfer occurs through precise arrangement and
coordination of PS I and II components.
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2014, 28:1–9
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energy conversion processes that consist of multiple steps
including water oxidation, light harvesting, electron transfer cascade, and the Calvin cycle.
The biological photosystem is a molecular machinery that
is based on highly sophisticated nanostructures that contain organic photosensitizers, protein/metal clusters, and
electron mediators embedded within a thylakoid membrane (Figure 2b). For example, the excited electrons from
the oxygen evolving center (OEC) and Pc via P680 and
P700 are transferred to Pq and Fd efficiently across short
distances (50 Å in PS II and 70 Å in PS I) [18]. In
addition, the chain of electron transport (e.g. Pq, cytochrome complex, and Pc) makes the electron transfer from
PS II to PS I energetically favorable. Furthermore, the
light-harvesting complexes (LHC) in PS I and II enhance
quantum efficiency (approximately 90%) by maximizing
photon absorption [19]. For example, the LHC in the PS II
of purple non-sulfur bacteria is a cyclic arrangement that is
created through the self-assembly of bacteriochlorophyll a
(27 units) and carotenoids (14 units) together with
proteins [20]. The precise arrangement and molecular
coordination enable efficient photon collection through
energy transfer between light-harvesting pigments. The
unique features of natural photosynthesis, such as nearunity quantum yield and efficient PET, originate from
highly sophisticate arrangement of photosynthetic components, which hint at the design of man-made nanomaterials and their assemblies for the construction of efficient
artificial photosynthetic systems.
The rational design of biocatalytic artificial photosynthetic
systems requires four key components (Figure 3a): firstly,
electron donor to provide electrons for photo-excitation;
secondly, photosensitizer to absorb photon energy from
sunlight; thirdly, electron mediators to transport electrons
with minimal energy loss and prevent back electron transfer; fourthly, redox biocatalysts to store light energy in
chemical forms. Electron donors (e.g. water, triethanolamine, triethylamine, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, and
ascorbic acid) are needed to provide electrons to the ground
state of an excited photosensitizer. The band gap of the
photosensitizer should be larger than 1.9 eV and smaller
than 3.1 eV to absorb visible light. In addition, the energy
level of the photo-excited electrons must be higher than the
reduction potential of NAD(P)+ (0.85 V versus NHE). To
minimize the loss of excited electrons during photochemical NAD(P)H regeneration, an electron mediator is crucially needed; a rhodium-based organometallic complex,
Cp*Rh(bpy)H2O2+ (M, Cp* = pentamethylcyclodienyl,
bpy = bipyridine), has been most widely used thus far as
a primary mediator to regenerate enzymatically active
NAD(P)H forms [i.e. 1.4-NAD(P)H] from NAD(P)+
[21,22]. Methyl viologen can also regenerate NAD(P)H
from NAD(P)+ as an electron mediator when coupled with
redox biocatalysts (e.g. diaphorase, lipoamide dehydrogenase, and ferredoxin-NADP reductase) [23].
www.sciencedirect.com

Nanobiocatalysis for mimicking PS I
In the natural PS I, photo-excited P700 transfers electrons
to ferredoxin through a series of electron acceptors, such
as membrane-bound quinones (e.g. phylloquinone) and
four iron-sulfur clusters, which enhance the rate of charge
separation. In this regard, proper coupling of a photosensitizer with an electron acceptor is the first step to be
considered in the design of PET chain in biocatalytic
photosynthesis. Recently, an integrated photosystem was
developed by encapsulating porphyrin molecules in the
lignocellulosic matrix, which is a composite of cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin (Figure 3b) [24]. Similarly to
the electron transfer by quinones in natural photosynthesis, this artificial photosynthetic wood contains free
phenolic groups of lignin that enable reversible protoncoupled, two-electron redox cycling [25]. The local
environment of encapsulated porphyrin in the lignocellulosic matrix energetically facilitates efficient charge
transfer to an electron mediator (M) for photochemical
NADH regeneration and redox enzymatic chemical synthesis. The turnover frequency of LSW was estimated to
be approximately 1.25 h1, and the photoenzymatic conversion yield was enhanced as the amount of lignin in the
lignocellulosic matrix increased. On the other hand, carbon-based nanomaterials have been employed recently to
improve the efficiency of biocatalytic artificial photosynthesis by fast charge separation through the wiring of
photosensitizers with electron donors [26]. For example,
Choudhury et al. reported the synthesis of a graphenebased photosensitizer by covalently bonding multianthraquinone-substituted porphyrin to graphene sheets
for photoenzymatic synthesis of 1-phenylethanols
(Figure 3c) [27]. Graphene, a single-layered sheet of
sp2-bonded carbon atoms, has a large surface area and
high carrier mobility; thus, it can act as an electron
reservoir to transport multiple electrons and enhance
the PET process [28]. Owing to the facilitated hydride
transfer, the graphene-based photosensitizer exhibited
high activity in photocatalytic NADH regeneration as
well as asymmetric enzymatic reduction of acetophenone
derivatives to produce pharmaceutically useful chiral 1phenylethanols.
Heterojunction-based nanostructures can also facilitate
electron separation and diffusion for artificial photosynthesis in nanobiocatalytic assemblies. Recently, heterojunction-based photoelectrodes comprised of TiO2
nanotubes and CdS quantum dots were developed for
visible light-driven cofactor regeneration and redox enzymatic catalysis (Figure 3d) [29]. On the CdS-coated
TiO2 nanotubes, photo-excited electrons were rapidly
injected from CdS to TiO2 due to the more negative
position of the conduction-band edge of CdS than that of
TiO2. This injection suppressed electron–hole recombination and accelerated the NADH photo-regeneration
rate. In addition, a high aspect ratio of TiO2 nanotubes
provided a large surface area for facilitated diffusion of
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2014, 28:1–9
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Figure 3
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(a) Nanobiocatalytic artificial photosynthesis is designed by replacing natural photosynthetic components with man-made OECs, photosensitizers,
and electron mediators for visible light-driven cofactor regeneration. (b) Porphyrins encapsulated within a porous lignocellulosic support to serve as
light-harvesting pigment [24]. (c) Graphene-based photosensitizer for photoenzymatic synthesis of 1-phenylethanols. Adapted with permission from
Ref. [27]; Copyright (2012) Wiley-VCH. (d) Quantum-dot-sensitized TiO2 nanotube arrays for redox enzymatic synthesis coupled with NADH photoregeneration [29]. (e) Peptide self-assembly with porphyrins and further self-metallization with platinum nanoparticles to form photosynthetic
nanotubes that can mimic natural PS I [31]. (f) P450-catalyzed O-dealkylation reaction coupled with sustainable NADPH regeneration under visible
light [39].

electrons through nanotube channels [30]. The TiO2–
CdS nanotubes regenerated NADH at least four times
more efficiently than TiO2–CdS nanoparticles because of
their directional morphology, enabling better collection
and transport of electrons.
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2014, 28:1–9

Efficient light harvesting is another crucial factor to be
considered along with proper coupling of photosensitizers
and electron acceptors when mimicking a natural PS I
system. Kim et al. recently reported that peptide-based
nanotubes synthesized through the self-assembly of
www.sciencedirect.com
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diphenylalnine (Phe-Phe, FF) and tetra(p-hydroxyphenyl)porphyrin (THPP) were successfully applied to redox
enzymatic reaction that was coupled with visible lightdriven cofactor regeneration (Figure 3e) [31]. The Jaggregates formed by hydrogen bonding and electrostatic
interaction of THPP with FF induced exciton coupling
between THPP monomers to enhance light-harvesting
capacity, similar to LHC in a natural photosystem.
Furthermore, platinum nanoparticles (nPt) deposited
on FF/THPP nanotubes by self-metallization accelerated
the rate of charge separation from the electron donor
(triethanolamine) to the electron mediator (M). The
enzymatic conversion yield obtained with FF/THPP/
nPt nanotubes was 48.3 and 2.7 times more than that
with free THPP monomers and FF/THPP nanotubes,
respectively. In a similar way, Tian et al. synthesized
platinized porphyrin microstructures by ionic self-assembly of Zn(II) and Sn(IV) derivatives of porphyrins and
applied them to hydrogen evolution under visible light
[32]. The combination of ZnTPPS and SnT(N-EtOH-4Py)P results in the diffusion-limited crystallization of
oppositely charged porphyrins to form four-leaf cloverlike structures in nanoscale. Because of the cooperative
interactions between porphyrin subunits, porphyrin
microstructures exhibited higher catalytic activity and
durability than individual porphyrins. In hydrogen evolution tests, porphyrin microstructures produced approximately five times more H2 than free porphyrins even with
a smaller surface area.
The final step of PET in biocatalytic artificial photosynthesis is the reduction of chemicals by cofactor-dependent redox enzymes, the artificial dark reaction. While
there is a variety of redox enzymes that are capable of
accelerating complex synthetic reactions, thus far, rather
stable and inexpensive dehydrogenases have been utilized to demonstrate their coupling with visible lightdriven NAD(P)H regeneration [33–36]. Recently, cytochrome P450 monooxygenases have come into the spotlight for artificial photosynthesis because of their unique
and versatile catalytic ability in the synthesis of steroids,
fatty acids, and vitamins. While cytochrome P450s have
extensive potentials in biocatalytic industry and biotechnology, practical applications of P450s have been limited
by many problems that include the requirement of
expensive nicotinamide cofactors as a reducing equivalent [37,38]. Recently, Lee et al. successfully performed a
P450-catalyzed O-dealkylation reaction coupled with
NADPH photo-regeneration through mimicking natural
photosynthesis (Figure 3f) [39]. In their study, P450
BM3 monooxygenase variant (Y51F/F87A, BM3m2)
was used as a model enzyme because of its high catalytic
activity, solubility, and ease of expression. Eosin Y was
used as an organic photosensitizer to absorb visible light
and generate photo-excited electrons, which were transferred to M (i.e. an electron mediator) and the heme
domain of P450 via catalyzed NADP+ reduction. The
www.sciencedirect.com

production of 7-hydroxycoumarin was proportional to the
intensity of incident light; the turnover frequency at
90 mW cm2 was three times higher than that at
15 mW cm2. Furthermore, P450-catalyzed O-dealkylation was significantly accelerated under the illumination
of a green LED, indicating that the matching between
the absorption spectrum of the photosensitizer and the
emission spectrum of the light source is crucial in photoenzymactic reactions.

Nanobiocatalysis for mimicking PS II
Organic electron donors, such as triethanloamine,
accumulate their oxidized forms as by-products in the
reactor during photosynthesis [40]. Many researchers
have attempted to use water molecules, which generate
only oxygen and protons as an electron donor — as occurs
in the natural PS II — by developing various water
oxidation catalysts (e.g. metal oxides; namely, IrO2,
Fe2O3, CaMn2O4, and molecular catalysts containing
metal ions such as ruthenium, cobalt, iridium, and manganese) [41–44]. Ideally, artificial photosynthesis should
occur through two half-reactions consisting of water oxidation and reduction, both of which require the transportation of multiple electrons and protons, making efficient
transfer of photo-excited electrons difficult [45]. From an
electrochemical point of view, multiple electrons and
protons can be simultaneously transferred from anode
to cathode; by contrast, electron transfer in a photochemical system is triggered by a photosensitizer upon the
absorption of a single photon. The rate of one-electron
transfer from OEC to the reaction center via photosensitizer is closely related to the efficiency of water splitting
under visible light. In nature, PS II has two redox active
amino acids, such as tyrosine and histidine, which assist in
the transfer of electrons and protons from CaMn4O5 to
photo-excited P680 through deprotonation and protonation of the phenyl and imidazole groups of tyrosine and
histidine [46,47]. Furthermore, the LHC is closely
assembled with OEC to enhance the quantum efficiency
of natural photosynthesis.
The increased efficiency of water oxidation by tyrosine
and histidine in natural PS II inspired researchers to
explore novel redox mediators to enhance the water
oxidation process. For example, Zhao et al. synthesized
benzimidazole-phenol (BIP) ligands that were covalently bound to OEC (e.g. IrO2 nanoparticles) for efficient electron transfer to ruthenium polypyridyl
sensitizer (Figure 4a) [48]. While the quantum yield of
photoelectrochemical water oxidation by dye-sensitized
photoelectrodes had been quite low due to the rapid rate
of charge recombination [49], the BIP-functionalized
IrO2 nanoparticles accelerated the rate of electron injection from IrO2 to a ruthenium polypyridyl sensitizer. The
quantum yield of the BIP-modified photoanode was
more than double that of the photoanode without BIP.
Similarly, the incorporation of Ru(bipyridine), a redox
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2014, 28:1–9
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Nanobiocatalytic assemblies for mimicking PS II. (a) Molecular arrangement of BIP-modified IrO2 nanoparticles and Ru(bpy)32+ in dye-sensitized TiO2
with photoanode. Adapted with permission from Ref. [48]; Copyright (2012) National Academy of Sciences, USA. (b) M13 virus-templated assembly of
porphyrins for the fabrication of light-harvesting nanoantenna. Adapted with permission from Ref. [51]; Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society.
(c) Structure and mechanism of Pt, Co, and TiO2-decorated Au nanorod for solar water splitting. Adapted with permission from Ref. [54]; Copyright
(2013) Nature Publishing Group.

mediator, into Ru(terpyridine), an OEC, via bipyrimidine resulted in a high turnover number (28 000) and
95% Faradaic efficiency because of the efficiency of the
electron transfer by the redox mediator [50].
Recently, M13 viruses were utilized as a novel template
to mimic natural LHC for efficient photochemical water
oxidation (Figure 4b) [51,52]. In the work, porphyrin
photosensitizers were covalently attached to the primary
amine group of lysine on the surface of the M13 viruses.
An enhanced energy transfer phenomenon was observed
with the porphyrin-assembled virus nanowires, which
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2014, 28:1–9

originated from the precise arrangement of porphyrin
molecules due to the regular distance between lysine
sites on M13 virus. When assembled with IrO2 nanoparticles, the porphyrin-M13 nanowires further enhanced
the turnover number (796) of water oxidation due to
the close arrangement of each component. Enhanced
water oxidation by the creation of an artificial LHCincorporated photosystem was also demonstrated by
the application of light-harvesting cross-linked polymer
(CP) through the polymerization of tetrahedral tetra(pethynylphenyl)-methane with Ru(bpy)32+ for Sonogashira cross-coupling reactions (e.g. aza-Henry reaction,
www.sciencedirect.com
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aerobic amine coupling, and dehalogenation of benzyl
bromoacetate) under visible light [53]. Despite the nonporous nature of Ru(bpy)32+-CP, its catalytic activity on
aza-Henry reactions was much higher than that of free
Ru(bpy)32+ due to efficient light-harvesting through the
interaction between the excited states of Ru(bpy)32+ in CP,
as with natural LHC. Recently, Mubeen et al. developed
heterogeneous photosystem on an Au nanorod array using
alumina templates for visible light-driven hydrogen evolution coupled with water oxidation (Figure 4c) [54]. The
Au nanorod array was incorporated with TiO2, Pt, and Co to
generate electron–hole pairs under visible light in which Pt
and Co played the role of hydrogen and oxygen evolution
center, respectively. The incorporation of TiO2, Pt and Co
on the Au nanorod array could drive the forward electron
transfer and enable long-term operationality.

Conclusion
The goal of biocatalyzed artificial photosynthesis is to
store solar energy in chemicals using nanobiocatalytic
assemblies that can perform redox biocatalysis and photocatalysis under visible light. The design of nanobiocatalytic assemblies that mimic natural PS I and II is a
promising strategy to improve the efficiency of PET
and the yield of redox enzymatic reactions. While many
opportunities exist for nanobiocatalytic artificial photosynthesis in the future, crucial challenges still remain to
be resolved for their practical applications, which include
the synthesis of more efficient water oxidation catalysts
and electron mediators, the design of robust light-harvesting assemblies, direct injection of photo-excited electrons
into enzymatic redox centers, the application of a wider
spectrum of redox biocatalysts (e.g. monooxygenases,
CO2 fixing enzymes) to artificial photosynthesis, and
nanoscale assemblies of artificial PS I and II systems.
Several different types of nanobiocatalytic assemblies
have been recently reported for artificial photosynthesis
as described in this review, but most of them are applied
to the half reaction of photosynthesis. In particular, sustainable and efficient water oxidation is needed to supply
electrons to reaction center for redox enzymatic reaction
without accumulating oxidized organic electron donors in
the reactor. Currently, research works are undergoing to
accelerate PET while using water as an electron donor
through the modification of electron mediators and their
hybridization with conducting materials. In case of photochemical NADH regeneration using eosin Y and carbon
nitride, quantum efficiency is approximately 3.5% and
0.52%, respectively [55,56]. For the achievement of
higher quantum efficiency, a precise arrangement and
coordination between key photosynthetic components,
such as electron donors, photosensitizers, and electron
mediators, is required to advance multi-step PET without
backward electron transfer and charge recombination.
Direct injection of photo-induced electrons to the redox
center of oxidoreductases without the use of electron
mediators can be another solution to simplify complex
www.sciencedirect.com

steps of PET process. Regarding the utilization of various
redox enzymes, one of major challenges is the construction of efficient biocatalytic system that can produce
methanol from CO2 using solar energy. This can be
achieved by precisely positioning three NADH-dependent enzymes (firstly, formate dehydrogenase for
CO2 ! formate; secondly, formaldehyde dehydrogenase
for formate ! formaldehyde; thirdly, alcohol dehydrogenase for formaldehyde ! methanol) on nanoscale scaffolds for efficient and forward cascaded reactions through
solar light-driven NADH regeneration. At the present
time, it is crucially needed to screen robust formate
dehydrogenase that can accelerate CO2 reduction since
most formate dehydrogenases in nature favor the oxidation of formate. Overall, such achievements will help
solve global energy and environmental problems, hopefully in a decade, toward the realization of biocatalyzed
artificial photosynthesis.
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